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A search for new physics in dilepton final states with same electric charge, e±e±, e±µ± and
µ±µ±, with the ATLAS detector at LHC, is presented. No significant contribution from beyond
the Standard Model physics is observed in 4.7 fb−1 of

√
s = 7 TeV proton-proton collisions. An

upper limit at 95% Confidence Level (CL) on the fiducial cross section for new physics processes
is derived, ranging between 1.7 fb and 64 fb depending on the dilepton invariant mass and the
lepton flavour combination. A 95% CL limit is also set on the cross section for pair production
of doubly-charged Higgs as a function of its mass, varying between 25 fb and 0.6 fb. Lower
limits on the mass of doubly-charged Higgs bosons in the Left-Right symmetric models and in
the Zee-Babu models are obtained.
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1. Introduction

Same-sign leptons are a very clear signature of new physics. The production of same elec-
tric charge (same-sign) lepton pairs in proton-proton (pp) collisions occurs rarely in Standard
Model (SM) processes. However, in Supersymmetry [1], universal extra dimensions [2], Left-Right
symmetric models [3, 4, 5] and Zee-Babu models [6, 7, 8], processes with same-sign lepton pairs
have large cross section. Left-Right symmetric models and Zee-Babu models predict doubly-charged
Higgs bosons (DCH) that can decay into same-sign leptons. They would be observed as resonances
in the dilepton invariant mass spectrum. The discovery of a DCH would have double importance
since it may provide hints about the mechanism of neutrino masses generation. Neutrinos may
acquire mass via the interaction with doubly-charged fields [8, 9, 10]. The search for same-sign
leptons with the ATLAS experiment [11] at the LHC has therefore the potential to observe or con-
strain several beyond SM processes, DCH production in particular.

This paper describes the analysis of same-sign dilepton final states performed in
√

s = 7 TeV
pp collisions and reconstructed with the ATLAS detector, using an integrated luminosity of 4.7 fb−1

with an uncertainty of 3.9%. The same-sign dilepton pairs can be two electrons (e±e±), two
muons (µ±µ±) or one electron and one muon (e±µ±). The leptons must come from the same
vertex of interaction and must have large transverse momentum (pT). They must satisfy isolation
and identification criteria as described in Section 2. The resulting dilepton invariant mass dis-
tributions are examined and compared with the SM prediction obtained according to Section 3.
No significant excess is found and exclusion limits are set on the fiducial cross section of new
physics (Section 5). A similar search has been performed by the CDF experiment [12] and has not
observed any evidence for new physics. Exclusion limits on the pair production of DCH and on the
mass of DCH for Left-Right symmetric models and Zee-Babu models are discussed in section 6.
More details about the analysis can be found in [13, 14]. The CMS experiment search for DCH in√

s = 7 TeV data has led to similar results [15].

2. Event Selection

Data were collected using single-muon and single-electron triggers with at least one muon
with pT > 20 GeV or one electron with pT > 25 GeV, associated to the trigger. This ensures to
work on the plateau of efficiency for lepton triggers. Any other lepton in the event must have
pT > 20 GeV. The analysis makes use of muons and electrons selected with high quality criteria
optimized to reject leptons from hadrons decays and from interactions with the detector material.

The electron and muon reconstruction is described in [16, 17]. Tight identification criteria
based on shower shapes in the calorimeters, track qualities and matching are applied. Leptons from
heavy-flavour decays are reduced by requiring small impact parameter of the lepton track from the
primary vertex. The primary vertex is defined as the vertex which has the highest squared-pT sum of
associated tracks found in the event. To further suppress leptons produced in jets or jets misidenti-
fied as leptons, the leptons are required to be isolated. The selection is based on the sum of the pT of
all tracks in a cone of size R=

√
(∆η)2 +(∆φ)2 = 0.3 (0.4) surrounding the electron (muon) track.

For electrons, a further isolation requirement based on the transverse energies in the electromag-
netic and hadronic calorimeter cells around the electron direction in a cone of size R = 0.2 is also
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applied. In addition leptons in a cone of size R = 0.4 around jets with pT > 25 GeV + p`T×0.05,
where p`T is the lepton pT are rejected. The jets in this analysis are reconstructed from the energy
deposits in the calorimeter using the anti-kt algorithm [18] with a radius parameter of 0.4.

Events are selected if they contain at least two leptons ( e±e±, µ±µ±, e±µ±) of the same
electric charge satisfying the above criteria and with an invariant mass larger than 15 GeV to
avoid hadronic resonances as J/ψ . In addition, in the e±e± channel, the mass range 70 < m`` <

110 GeV (the Z peak in the same-sign region) is removed and is used for charge misidentification
studies.

3. Background estimation

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are used to estimate the backgrounds with leptons produced
by W , Z or τ decays (prompt) and to model hypothetical signal events. A Data-Driven technique is
adopted to provide an estimate of backgrounds where at least one lepton is produced in a hadronic
decay or where the hadron is misidentified as lepton.

The main irreducible backgrounds in this analysis are the purely leptonic decays of WZ and
ZZ processes. A small contribution arises from W±W± production in association with at least two
jets and from the production of a W or Z boson in association with a top-quark pair (tt̄W and tt̄Z).

Opposite-sign lepton pairs where the charge for one of the leptons is wrongly reconstructed
is a reducible background. It is due to either wrong track association, or wrong track curvature
measurement or reconstruction of the opposite-sign lepton of a trident event, the main occurrence.
In a trident event, the lepton radiates an high-momentum photon which converts into an e+e− pair.
Charge misidentification is found to be relevant for electrons and negligible for muons. Back-
grounds with charge misidentified leptons are Drell-Yan (Z/γ∗+jets), tt̄, W+W− and Wt, and they
are derived from simulations. The misidentification probability is corrected in MC to reproduce
data. The processes Wγ and Zγ , where the photon converts to an e+e− pair, are also accounted for.

Same-sign dilepton signals from several beyond SM processes are simulated to evaluate the
efficiency and the acceptance used in the limits. The processes are chosen to cover a broad range
of event topologies. They are: pair production of doubly-charged Higgs bosons via a virtual Z/γ∗

exchange [19]; right-handed W bosons (WR) decaying to a charged lepton and a right-handed neu-
trino (NR) [20]; production of a fourth-generation heavy b′b̄′ pair with the b′ quarks decaying into
Wt [21]; like-sign top-quark pair production via a t-channel exchange of a Z′ [22].

The cross sections for simulated backgrounds events are normalised to next-to-leading or-
der (NLO) or to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD. Signal cross sections are calculated
at LO QCD. The simulated background and signal samples are processed using the GEANT4-based
ATLAS detector simulation package [23]. Multiple inelastic pp interactions are overlaid on the
hard-scatter events to emulate the multiple pp interactions (‘pile-up’) occurring in the bunch cross-
ings. Simulations are corrected for differences in pile-up conditions, particle selection efficiencies,
momentum scales and momentum resolution between data and simulation.

Non-prompt leptons come mainly from semi-leptonic decays of heavy flavour hadrons (b and
c) and from decays of long-lived particles. Hadrons misidentified as leptons are also considered
non-prompt leptons. The main processes contributing to the non-prompt background are W+jets,
Z/γ∗+jets, tt̄, multi-jet QCD. Their contribution in the signal region is obtained from data. For
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both electrons and muons, the non-prompt background determination relies on measuring a transfer
factor f that relates the number of non-prompt leptons failing one or more of the analysis selection
requirements1 (NF) and the number of those passing the whole selection (NP). The transfer factor
f is measured as a function of lepton pT and |η | in control regions enriched of non-prompt leptons
after the subtraction prompt contaminations from data:

f (pT, |η |) =
NP (pT)

NF (pT)
× NP (|η |)

NF (|η |)
×
〈

NP (|η |)
NF (|η |)

〉−1

(3.1)

The total number of pairs with non-prompt leptons in the signal region, NNP, is predicted by sum-
ming reweighted pairs with leptons failing the analysis selection:

NNP =
NP+F

∑
i=1

f (pTi, |ηi|)−
NF+F

∑
i=1

f (p′Ti, |η ′i |)× f (p′′Ti, |η ′′i |) (3.2)

NP+F (NF+F) is the number of pairs with one (two) lepton(s) failing the selection. The transfer
factors f are function of the pT, the η and the flavour of the leptons of the i-th pair which fail the
selection. The last term in the equation avoids double countings and the indices ′ and ′′ are used to
distinguish between the two leptons failing the selection in the pair.

The predictions for prompt, non-prompt and charge misidentification backgrounds have been
validated in dedicated control regions.

4. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties on the trigger selection, particle reconstruction, identification,
energy scale and resolution, the luminosity, MC statistics, data-driven corrections, theoretical cross
sections are taken into account. The main uncertainty on the number of predicted same-sign pairs
is due to the non-prompt estimation method.

5. Fiducial cross section results

Tabel 1 shows the number of observed and expected pairs in the e±e±, e±µ± and µ±µ±

signal regions. Good agreement between data and predictions is observed in all channels. The

Number pairs
Prompt Non-Prompt e± charge misid. Total bkg Data

e±e± 101±13 75±21 170±33 346±44 329
e±µ± 346±43 151±47 142±28 639±71 658
µ±µ± 205±26 42±14 0+4.9

−0.0 247+30
−29 264

Table 1: Expected and observed numbers of same-sign lepton pairs in the e±e±, e±µ± and µ±µ± channels.
Systematic uncertainties are shown [13].

largest upward deviation in the same-sign dilepton invariant mass spectrum occurs about 8% of

1In this analysis the lepton fails the isolation criteria but satisfies the other analysis requirements.
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the time in background-only pseudo-experiments. The Confidence Level (CLS) method [24] is
used to compute 95% upper limits on the number of same-sign lepton pairs (N95) from physics
beyond the SM. The N95 limit can be translated into an upper limit on the fiducial cross section
σfid

95 = N95/(εfid×
∫

Ldt), where εfid is the fiducial efficiency, and
∫

Ldt is the integrated luminosity.
The fiducial efficiency is the ratio of the number of reconstructed lepton pairs to the number of true
lepton pairs satisfying the fiducial selection. The fiducial selection is optimized to reproduce at par-
ticle level, the selections applied at reconstruction level. This definition minimises the dependence
of the εfid from the signal model. The lowest fiducial efficiency among all the signal processes con-
sidered is used in the σfid

95 calculation to obtain results that do not depend on the signal model. The
95% CL upper limits on the fiducial cross section are shown in Figure 1 separately for each flavour
combination and for various invariant mass thresholds. For all final states the observed limits are

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 1: Fiducial cross section limits for new physics at 95% CL for (a) e±e±, (b) e±µ± and (c)
µ±µ±pairs, as a function of the lower bound on the lepton pair mass. The green and yellow bands show the
1σ and 2σ bands on the expected limits [13].

generally within 1σ of the expected limits, which are obtained using pseudo-experiments in the
background only hypothesis. Observed limits vary between 1.7 fb and 64 fb.

6. Doubly-charged Higgs limits

A special treatment is made for the production of doubly-charged Higgs pairs. Limits on the
production cross section times branching ratio (BR) of the decay into a specific lepton pair (H±±→
`±`′±) are set as a function of the DCH mass. The cross section times BR is determined using
σHH ×BR = Nrec

H /(2×A× ε ×
∫

Ldt), where Nrec
H is the number of reconstructed Higgs boson

candidates, A× ε is the acceptance times efficiency to find a lepton pair from the H±± decay, and
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the factor of two accounts for the two same-sign lepton pairs from the DCH bosons in the event.
The A× ε is calculated as a function of the simulated DCH mass. The dilepton invariant mass
spectrum is scanned in mass windows optimized according to the mass resolution of the DCH.
Limits on the cross section for pair production of H++H−− bosons times BR are extracted using
the CLS technique. Good agreement is seen between expected and observed limits for each lepton
flavour combination. The observed limits range from 25 fb for low masses (mH±± < 100 GeV) to
0.6 fb for high masses (mH±± > 550 GeV).

The results can be translated in lower limits on the mass of left-handed Higgs, H±±L , and
right-handed Higgs, H±±R , for the Left-Right symmetric models. Limits on the mass of the H±±ZBM
boson predicted in the Zee-Babu models are also set. The H±±ZBM has the same kinematic properties
and production rate of the H±±L , therefore the same limit. The H±±R has same kinematic of the H±±L
but a smaller production rate. The mass limits as a function of the branching ratio for H±±L and
H±±R in the three final states are shown in Figure 2. For BR = 1, the H±±L mass and the H±±ZBM mass
are excluded below 409 GeV, 375 GeV and 398 GeV while the H±±R mass is excluded below 322
GeV, 310 GeV and 306 GeV in the e±e±, e±µ±, µ±µ± channel respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Observed (solid lines) and expected (dashed lines) 95% CL limits on H±±L → `±`± (a) and
H±±R → `±`± production (b) in the branching ratio versus H±± mass plane for the e±e±, e±µ± and µ±µ±

channel [14].

7. Summary

A search for new physics in same-sign e±e±, e±µ± and µ±µ± pairs with 4.7 fb−1 of
√

s = 7
TeV pp collision is presented. No significant deviations from SM are observed and fiducial cross
section limits of beyond SM physics with same-sign isolated leptons in the final state are set. The
observed limits vary between 1.7 fb and 64 fb as functions of the dilepton invariant mass and
flavour combination. Limits on the production of doubly-charged Higgs pairs have been obtained
and range from 25 fb to 0.6 fb depending on the DCH mass. For the H±±L , the H±±R in the Left-Right
symmetric models and for the H±±ZBM in the Zee-Babu models, lower limits on the boson mass are
also derived.
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